Out of the Wood
BY MIKE WOOD

When white light isn’t white—
Part 2
The sky gets redder. Throw a log on the fire and you see the colors
of incandescence as the wood and ash heat up and burn with that
familiar shift from black to red, through orange, and on to yellow.
Coal burning in a furnace gets hotter still, and almost gets to a
whitish incandescence. Whatever the reason I believe this color shift
is very deeply ingrained in the human perception system and looks
natural. As a lamp changes color along the Planckian locus we see
the color is changing but we accept it and unconsciously allow for it.
Figure 1 shows the same scene with different colors of illumination but I hope you’ll agree that both appear completely natural.

Last issue we talked about white light from LEDs
and how white might mean different things at different times with
different LEDs. In particular we concentrated on broadband white
emitters that use a deep blue or UV LED die with a phosphor
coating to create white light, but also talked about the white
produced by a combination of red, green and blue (RGB) emitters.
In this issue I want to expand on the topic a bit further and look at
what happens when you dim those same LEDs.
Up until recently what happened when you dim an LED wasn’t
much of a concern—they often weren’t really bright enough so we
were nearly always using them at full power anyway. Also, as we
discussed last time, the major use was as effects lighting in mid to
saturated colors where any color shift when dimming was rarely
noticeable. However, we are now starting to use these sources as
white light to illuminate performers where our needs are much
more critical. In the last year or so we’ve seen TV news studios
using fully white LED lighting rigs for all their lighting, including
key and fill lights on the newscasters. They still aren’t really
dimming them much, but that day is close at hand.
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It’s faces that matter and where we make
our decisions . . .
Figure 1 – Warm and cool light

We are all very familiar with what happens when you dim an
incandescent lamp. As the filament power is reduced it cools and
emits less light, that cooling also means the color shifts towards the
red end of the spectrum. The color point always remains on the
Planckian locus (black body line) but at a lower color temperature.
This color shift seems very natural to us; partly I think because it’s
what we have grown up with since Edison & Swan (I’m not getting
into the discussion of which it was!) introduced incandescent
lamps, but also at a more fundamental level because it’s what you
see in nature. What happens when the sun goes down at dusk?
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On the right hand side is the picture as it was taken in daylight
where the colors are cool. That on the left simulates the same
shot later in the day as the sun is setting. Much warmer color
tones but it doesn’t look wrong, our brain is quite happy to accept
either of these as correct. It’s faces that matter and where we make
our decisions—if faces look right then we are quite happy with
everything else. If you take a close up on a part of the photo then
the difference is more pronounced and the color difference much
more obvious.
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dimming where the LED is switched from full on to full off very
rapidly. This switching happens so quickly and at such a high rate
that the eye doesn’t see the transitions and integrates the individual
flashes into what appears to be a continuously illuminated light.
The amount of time the LED is on relative to the time it’s off
determines the apparent brightness. This is a very efficient means of
dimming as the driver electronics are always operating at full on or
full off rather than in the “in between” area where semiconductor
devices can be very lossy. There is another way of dimming LEDs,
however, where we directly control the current value in an analog
manner so the current smoothly rises as we fade up the LED. The
relationship between current and light output isn’t a linear one but
the technique works and is very controllable.

This is what’s going on when we dim an incandescent lamp on
stage. The color changes, but in a way we are comfortable with.
Would it be better if it didn’t change? Possibly—but if it didn’t
would we end up having to put the color shift back in to make the
scene look natural? At least that way it would be under the control
of the lighting designer.
The other light sources we are very familiar with for entertainment use are high intensity discharge (HID) lamps such as HMI,
MSR, Xenon and so on. It’s very common for these to be dimmed in
an optical or mechanical fashion where an iris or other mechanism
progressively cuts out more and more light. This gives dimming
without color change and, again, we know about it and use it appropriately. For example I think a dim with no color change is entirely
appropriate for a fade to black on a follow spot—a follow spot
dimming isn’t a naturally occurring event and we know it. It’s more
important that the audience’s attention isn’t distracted from looking at the performer, so a smooth color-change-free fade works well.
Similarly, it’s often true that a fade on a moving light being used as
an effects projector should be color-change-free.
The problem comes when we try and mix these technologies and
tasks. It’s become increasingly common to use moving lights to
augment the conventional luminaires on a stage not just as effects
lights, but also as key or modeling lights on performers. Now if
we try and dim the entire composite scene we get a conflict—the
incandescent lights get redder while the moving lights don’t. That
conflict can jar and change the whole appearance and emphasis of
the scene. Depending on the overall brightness ratio of the two
lamp types your beautifully balanced scene suddenly tilts one way
or the other; the incandescent lights might look unnaturally red or
the moving lights chillingly blue. The designer can compensate by
subtly tweaking the color mixing of the moving lights if they have
the facility, but the result isn’t always as planned.
All this is by way of a preamble to set the scene for our LED
discussion. The problem when we dim LEDs is that pretty much
anything might happen. Depending on which type of LED
technology is being used, and what dimming method, the
color point may rise, may fall, may stay the same or may even
go off sideways!
There are two (at least) types of dimming used for LED based
luminaires. The most common is PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)
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Figure 2 – The same color?

. . . your beautifully balanced scene suddenly tilts
one way or the other; the incandescent lights might look
unnaturally red or the moving lights chillingly blue.

What’s perhaps odd is that the color point of an LED when it’s
being dimmed differs between these two techniques. Once you
realize that LEDs have a highly non-linear relationship between
both voltage and current and current and light output, and that the
color changes both with current and with temperature then this
perhaps isn’t quite so odd.
When an LED is run from a PWM signal it only ever sees two
current values; zero and full. That means that the color point
when the LED is at full current is the only color point we ever see.
When it’s at the zero part of the PWM cycle there’s no light output
anyway! However when you run that same LED from a varying
current source then the LED sees all the intermediate current
values and its color point varies as the current changes. In both
cases there’s also a change of color with temperature. However that
tends to be the same for both dimming systems as the temperature
is dependent on the average power consumed by the LED which,
within reason, will be the same in both cases.
To try and make this clearer—imagine an extreme case where the
color of a hypothetical LED varies from blue at low currents up to
red at high currents. If you run it with a PWM signal then either
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it’s running at the high current, red, end or it’s off; nothing else is
possible. What you have in this case is a rapidly flashing red light.
Now consider that same hypothetical LED running off a current
source, this time as you dim it will move from red towards the blue
changing color all the time as the current changes.
To complicate things further, different types and colors of LEDs
also have different non-linear behavior. For example red, green
and blue LEDs all dim differently, and have different temperature
dependencies. Add in the phosphors for white LEDs and things
get really complicated! In just our simple case restricted to two
methods of dimming we have four possible scenarios; PWM
dimming with phosphor white LEDS or RGB LEDs and current
dimming with both types of LEDs, and they all behave differently!
The phosphor white LEDs where the white is produced by using
a blue/UV LED plus phosphor exhibit the smallest overall shift in
color as dimmed. This isn’t too surprising as the light emitted by
phosphor (usually around the yellow wavelengths) isn’t significantly
affected by all the changes—it’s the blue LED die itself that changes
and exhibits the non-linearity.
So let’s look at those white LEDs first. According to research
done at the Lighting Research Center of Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute(Ref 1) dimming a phosphor coated white LED using PWM
from 100% down to 3% resulted in a very small color shift of
around the size of a 2-step MacAdam ellipse, small enough that it
likely wouldn’t be noticed. What shift occurred moved the color
point towards shorter wavelengths—i.e. towards the blue.
It was a completely different story though when exactly the same
LED was dimmed using current source dimming. This time the
color point shifted by a very noticeable amount; more than the size
of a 4-step MacAdam ellipse and around three times the shift that
PWM caused. That’s a very visible change and one that most people
would notice, particularly if a dimmed LED and an undimmed one
were viewed side by side. What’s even odder and counter-intuitive
(at least to me) is that the shift using current source dimming is in
the opposite direction from that seen when using PWM dimming.
The source color point moves in a direction that decreases its
effective color temperature and, more worryingly, moves it towards
the green area of the CIE chart.

Figure 3 – Dimming color shift for a White source using RGB LEDs

The blue dots on Figure 3 show how the color point of an RGB
combination moves as it’s dimmed using PWM. At 100% output
it emits light with a color temperature just less than 6000 K and a
color point close to the Planckian locus. As the power is reduced
by PWM dimming the three colors equally the color point shifts
to the right, or lower color temperature, keeping fairly close to the
locus and ends up with a correlated color temperature (CCT) of
about 4000 K when dimmed down to 5%. This is familiar behavior
somewhat similar to an incandescent source, albeit a smaller shift
over that range. I would imagine that this shift looks fairly natural
to the eye.
Current source dimming those same LEDs gives us completely
different results. Look at the white dots on Figure 3, they start out
at just under 6000 K again at full power but this time dimming
moves the color point pretty much perpendicular to the Planckian
locus and sharply towards the green area of the chart as well as
increasing the CCT to about 7500 K. This much shift on the CIE
chart is very significant and would likely be very objectionable. I
should point out that these shifts would only be seen when running
all three LEDs with the same linear dimming curve. I would hope
and expect that any manufacturer using such a technique would be
aware of this issue and would modify the dimming curves to help
counteract this effect. Figure 4 illustrates the results for these four
combinations in more detail. The color points all start at much the
same point at 100% but then shoot off in different directions as the
LEDs are dimmed.

Note: We’ve talked about MacAdam ellipses in earlier articles—
specifically in the last issue where we discussed LED binning. A single
step MacAdam ellipse represents a region plotted on a color space
diagram showing where colors are perceived to be the same by the
average viewer. Thus a 4-step ellipse is four times larger—in other
words a color difference that is four times more than the minimum
color difference we can see.
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Both these color shifts pale into insignificance however once we
start looking at dimming a white source produced using RGB LEDs.
Figure 3 shows the big picture on the CIE chart.
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is important to you, then you need to look at the exact units you
are planning to specify on a show using the control and dimming
you are intending to use. The last LED fixture you used behaved
in one manner when dimmed, but the chances are that another
luminaire from a different manufacturer will behave differently. It
isn’t that one is right and the other is wrong—it’s just a question of
understanding the issues and knowing which is which.
Thanks to the Lighting Research Center of the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, NY for permission to quote extracts from their research
which was sponsored by the Alliance for Solid-State Illumination
Systems and Technologies (ASSIST)   n
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Figure 4 – Dimming color shift for Phosphor White and RGB LEDs.
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These are worst case scenarios chosen for emphasis and,
depending on how much the manufacturer of an LED fixture
takes control of this situation and how much they leave up to
the user; you may not see such extreme cases as illustrated here.
However these shifts are all real and are something else we need to
understand about using LEDs. If color consistency when dimming
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